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“There are known knowns, things we know that 

we know; and there are known unknowns, things 

that we know we don't know. But there are also 

unknown unknowns, things we do not know we 

don't know.” 

Donald Rumsfeld



CHAPTER 6
Discussion and future perspectives
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Discussion

Pharmacovigilance of MS treatments is a rather new but intriguing field of MS patient care and 
research. Driven by extensive biotechnology research activities which have led to an increasing 
number of efficient MS therapeutics with heterogeneous and complex pharmacodynamics, the 
focus of pharmacovigilance has been shifted from the exclusive assessment of drug efficacy to 
a broader drug safety monitoring oriented approach.1-4 For us as clinical neuroradiologists  
knowing exactly how to assess MS disease activity with MRI, including active T2 lesions and 
contrast-enhancing lesions, we are entering a new and rather unexplored territory. In the early 
days, MRI safety assessment during MS pharmacovigilance was mainly based on experiences 
on co-morbidities in untreated MS patients or in patients treated with first line therapies such as 
interferon and glatiramer acetate.3 Knowledge regarding opportunistic infections was mainly 
derived from HIV patients and immunosuppressive cancer therapies.5-7 We expected a rather  
similar diversity of opportunistic infections during MS pharmacovigilance. Surprisingly, the 
focus in the past years in this field, as of this thesis, clearly was the mitigation of risk of PML, 
in particular during therapy of MS with natalizumab.8 This certainly was driven by the  
potentially lethal consequences of a single case of delayed diagnosis of PML, but also by  
natalizumab being the first highly effective drug that specifically leads to impaired CNS  
immune surveillance. The motivation for this thesis was to shed some light into this grey area 
and to aid advances in knowledge thus further improving patient care. This final chapter  
discusses the main chapters of this thesis aiming to critically focus on crucial and clinically 
relevant questions on the topic of MRI in MS pharmacovigilance with special regard to  
natalizumab and detection of PML. Subsequently, a future perspective of relevant but yet  
unanswered questions on this topic is proposed.
  
The role of imaging in MS pharmacovigilance and PML detection: knowns and unknowns
There is no doubt that MRI, in particular brain MRI, is an essential part of MS  
pharmacovigilance in addition to clinical vigilance and laboratory tests of the blood and CSF. 
However, the diagnostic value of MRI in the setting of MS pharmacovigilance has never been 
formally tested. The introduction of high efficacy drugs in the post-marketing setting has led to 
a higher incidence of MS-treatment related opportunistic infections, including a broad and  
heterogeneous spectrum of diseases.9 This further stressed the importance and clinical  
relevance of understanding the added value of MRI in terms of early and differential diagnosis. 
For reasons that we still do not understand why, PML is the most frequent opportunistic  
infection in treatment-related immunosuppression/-modulation.10 Natalizumab is the  
most frequent cause of MS-treatment related PML and the relatively high incidence of  
natalizumab-associated PML rapidly increased our knowledge with respect to diagnosis and 
management of monoclonal-antibody associated PML.11 In CHAPTER 2, the role of MRI  
in the detection of PML lesions and the features of imaging findings of PML lesions were  
reviewed based on the published literature and from our local experiences during a PML  
research project supported by Biogen Inc. 
  
MRI acquisition protocol for PML detection
Since PML is a JC virus related encephalitis leading to an infection of white and grey matter 
cells in the CNS, it could be anticipated that PML could occur in both the brain and spinal cord. 
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Interestingly, the in-vivo detection of PML is exclusively focused on brain MRI and not on the 
spinal cord.12 This is based on the fact that PML does not affect the spinal cord on a regular 
basis leading to only a few and dubious case reports describing lesions in the spinal cord that 
are possibly suggestive of PML.13-15

The data leading to a suggested standardized brain MRI protocol for PML screening  
(Box) is based on a retrospective analysis of brain MRI scans obtained from 189  
natalizumab-associated PML patients by a Biogen sponsored advisory board.16,17 The  
description of the use of specific pulse sequences and their value in terms of early diagnosis, 
lesion characterization and differentiation with respect to differential diagnosis was derived 
from these two initial descriptive studies. FLAIR seems to have the highest sensitivity in terms 
of lesion detection. T2-weighted images are able to verify findings seen on the FLAIR images 
and may also show specific PML lesion characteristics such as vacuoles and small T2 lesions 
in the vicinity of the main PML lesions (the so-called ‘punctuate pattern’). Contrast-enhanced 
T1-weighted shows the degree of demyelination and provides information regarding the stage 
of PML manifestation. In addition, contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images may show signs of 
inflammation, a rather frequent observation in monoclonal antibody-associated PML. DWI 
B1000 hyperintense PML lesions may show swelling of white matter cells leading to areas with 
restricted diffusion as suggested by histopathological  studies.18 The use and the value of these  
pulse sequences in clinical practice regarding the detection and monitoring of inflammatory 
brain lesions such as multiple sclerosis has been well established.19,20 In addition, the  
usefulness of using such sequences in PML diagnosis in clinical practice is quite obvious.  
However, based on these two studies and on our own experience as presented in CHAPTER 2, 
the evidence to use this scan protocol as a PML screening tool is rather limited. The patient 
population in these two studies is quite heterogeneous including asymptomatic and  
symptomatic PML patients. Among those symptomatic patients, there were patients at  
advanced disease stages, including 10 patients at the stage of a PML-immune reconstitution 
inflammatory syndrome (PML-IRS).17 Based on these data, a standardized MRI protocol  
for PML screening purposes has been suggested by several expert panels and regulatory  
authorities, particularly for natalizumab-treated MS patients with a higher risk of developing 
PML.19,20 Among these, the MAGNIMS guidelines (CHAPTER 5.1) were the first published 
international expert panel guidelines suggesting a so-called abbreviated MRI acquisition  
protocol including FLAIR, T2-weighted and DWI sequences for PML screening purposes that 
has been adopted by the European Medicines Agency.23 The title of these guidelines suggests 
that we are dealing with “evidence based guidelines”. Is this really true? The answer is YES. 
The evidence level of the studies can be classified as level 2B and 3B respectively leading to a 
grade B of Practice recommendation.21,22 The suggested scan protocol for PML screening is a 
good example for this level of evidence. In fact, an MRI study investigating the use of MRI in 
asymptomatic natalizumab-associated PML patients (CHAPTER 3.1) showed that the  
diagnostic sensitivity of the suggested pulse sequences is different compared to data obtained 
in symptomatic PML patients. In particular, this is the case for the DWI sequences. Compared 
to almost 100% sensitivity of DWI sequences to detect symptomatic PML lesions, only 60%  
of the asymptomatic PML lesions were visible on the DWI. Therefore, there is some  
reservation on the suggestion that DWI is the proper PML screening sequence in  
natalizumab-treated MS patients.      

|  Chapter 6
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BOX: Standardized MRI screening protocol for PML detection for natalizumab treated MS patients

Brain Axial 2D FLAIR (or 3D including MPR)
 Axial 2D T2-weighted (fast/turbo) spin echo
 Axial DWI (including ADC map)

 Additional contrast-enhanced T1-weighted*only  
 recommended when a lesion(s) suggestive of PML  
 has been detected on screening MRI!

Spinal cord Not recommended

* single dose, 0.1 mmol/kg body weight    
FLAIR=fluid attenuated inversion recovery, D=dimensional, MPR=multiplanar reconstructions, DWI=Diffusion weighted imaging, 
ADC= Apparent diffusion coefficient, PML=Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy

Concept of serial MRI scanning to facilitate an early PML detection
Several case studies have conclusively demonstrated that PML lesions can be detected by brain 
MRI in patients that do not have any clinical symptoms suggestive of PML. The presence of 
asymptomatic PML lesions can be detected either retrospectively on historical MRI scans of 
symptomatic PML patients or prospectively in asymptomatic patients applying a strict  
pharmacovigilance program including frequent (e.g., every 3 – 4 months) brain MRI.24-27 This 
observation coined the concept of prospectively scanning all natalizumab-treated MS patients 
being at higher risk of developing PML.17 This concept has been further promoted by the  
assumption that a prospective MRI-based PML screening program can facilitate an earlier PML 
diagnosis possibly leading to a better survival and functional outcome. Such a PML screenings 
program has been initially established in the setting of HIV-related PML. However, it failed to 
demonstrate any benefit in terms of patient prognosis.28 In CHAPTER 3.4, we applied this  
concept of MRI-based PML screening to a cohort of 372 natalizumab-treated MS patients  
developing PML. In this cohort, the majority of patients (343, 91.9%) were symptomatic and 
only 8.1% were classified as asymptomatic. We conclusively demonstrated that asymptomatic 
natalizumab-associated PML patients had a significantly higher survival rate compared to those 
patients being symptomatic at the time of PML diagnosis (96.7% versus 75.4%). In addition, 
asymptomatic PML patients showed a better functional outcome in terms of EDSS29 (mean 3.2 
versus 3.8, median 3.0 [range 1-6.0] versus 4.0 [range 0-8.5] and Karnofsky score30 (mean 85 
versus 80.2, median 90.0 [range 60-100] versus 80 [40-100]). This improved functional  
outcome of asymptomatic PML patients remained evident when compared with symptomatic 
PML patients with a rather mild PML manifestation (unilobar frontal lobe involvement).  
Although these results could be anticipated, it is crucial to interpret this dataset in a critical way. 
A considerable limitation is the use of EDSS and Karnofsky score to assess the PML outcome. 
Both outcome measures have been established and validated for other purposes: The EDDS 
score has been established to measure MS related disability and the Karnofsky score has been 
established to measure the outcome of tumor patients.29,30 In other words, given the fact that 
there are no dedicated functional outcome measures for PML patients available, we were forced 
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to use other outcome scores designed for other purposes. Whether this affected our results in a 
positive or negative way remains unclear. Another limitation of this study is the relatively low 
number of asymptomatic PML patients. This is due to the fact the we used a rather conservative 
PML case definition according to the AAN PML criteria.31 The demonstration of JC virus DNA 
in the CSF was mandatory, leading to an inclusion of asymptomatic PML patients with a  
diagnosis of ‘probable PML’ according to the AAN criteria. However, in approximately 20% of 
asymptomatic natalizumab-associated PML patients or even in symptomatic PML patients, no 
JC virus DNA can be detected in the CSF by PCR.32,33 Given the fact that asymptomatic  
natalizumab-associated PML does present with rather smaller MRI lesions and therefore lower 
JC virus DNA copy numbers in the CSF34, it can be anticipated that the inclusion of a higher 
number of asymptomatic PML would have led to an even stronger prognostic effect in terms of 
improved EDSS and Karnofsky scores compared to the results presented in CHAPTER 3.4 
This assumption is further supported by a subsequent study showing that the survival of  
natalizumab-associated PML is linked to lower CSF JC virus copy numbers in addition to  
younger age and lower EDDS prior to PML diagnosis.35

      
The use of brain MRI for pharmacovigilance of natalizumab-treated MS patients:  
real life evidence?
In addition to the clinical vigilance and blood/CSF biomarkers, brain MRI is recommended as 
a screening tool in order to facilitate an early diagnosis of PML, preferably at an asymptomatic 
stage.31,36

In CHAPTER 5.1, we established the MAGNIMS recommendation on how and how frequent 
to use brain MRI for natalizumab pharmacovigilance purposes. In addition to the suggested 
abbreviated scan protocol (Box) we suggested time intervals (every 3 – 4 months) in patients 
being at higher risk of developing PML. In the time of evidence-based medicine, we have to  
ask ourselves the question whether these recommendations are based on personal clinical  
experiences or on real life evidence (CHAPTER 5.2, CHAPTER 5.3). The most relevant 
point of criticism is the fact that the diagnostic performance of brain MRI for natalizumab  
pharmacovigilance purposes is very difficult to test and therefore has never been formally  
tested so far. In CHAPTER 3.3, we tried to address this issue by simulating the real-life  
pharmacovigilance setting. We created a dataset of 48 natalizumab-treated MS patients with a 
pair of MRI scans (baseline and follow-up scans) and presented these cases to four experienced 
but blinded neuroradiologists. Seven patients had no new lesions on a follow-up MRI, 20  
patients had new asymptomatic MS lesion(s) and 21 patients had new asymptomatic PML  
lesion(s) on the follow-up MRI. With respect to the presumable easy question of whether or not 
there is a new lesion on the follow-up MRI, the sensitivity and specificity were 77.4% and 
89.3%, respectively. Regarding differentiation between MS lesions and PML lesions in those 
patients presenting with a new pathology on the follow-up MRI, the sensitivity and specificity 
were 74.2% and 84.7%, respectively; and regarding asymptomatic PML lesion detection, 
59.5% and 91.7%, respectively. Presenting this dataset to an expert radiologist, higher  
sensitivity values could be anticipated for the detection of new lesions regardless of the nature 
of the lesion and regarding the detection of asymptomatic PML lesions in particular. The  
relatively low sensitivity values are somehow counterbalanced by relatively high specificity 
values, particularly with respect to the detection of asymptomatic PML. These results suggest 
that the use of MRI in the pharmacovigilance setting of natalizumab treated MS patients seems 

|  Chapter 6
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to be more sophisticated than anticipated. This assumption is to a certain degree supported by 
the inter-rater variability values. The inter-rater agreement value ranged from moderate to fair 
(for the categories ‘Detection of PML’ and ‘Differentiation between PML and MS’) and fair 
(for the category ‘Detection of new lesions’). This moderate performance of brain MRI in  
centers with a higher level of neuroradiology expertise regarding MS pharmacovigilance could 
lead to the speculation that performance in centers with a lower level of expertise would  
be even less. However, this has not yet been tested. In other words, the real-life performance  
of brain MRI for pharmacovigilance purposes needs to be tested in other groups of  
(neuro)radiologists with different expertise levels. Another point of criticism is the data  
collection. Although we considered our study design as the real-life situation of MRI in  
natalizumab-pharmacovigilance, it is not really true with respect to the distribution of patients 
among the different groups. Fortunately, PML is a relatively rare complication and the vast 
majority of natalizumab-treated patients present without any lesions on follow-up MRI.  
Therefore, in order to create a realistic real-life situation, we would have needed much more 
patients in the group of patients without any new lesions on the follow-up MRI. However, this 
would have led to a data set of several hundred patients and the analysis of such a data set 
would have been too time consuming for the raters.

As discussed earlier, the term ‘real-life evidence’ in the headline of this section regarding the 
use of brain MRI as a screening tool for PML in natalizumab-treated patients is justified, as 
stated in commentaries (CHAPTER 5.2, CHAPTER 5.3) and guideline papers  
(CHAPTER 5.1). However, another real life issue of socio-economic relevance is addressing 
the cost-benefit ratio of applying high frequency brain MRI screening (e.g., 3 – 4 monthly  
intervals) in natalizumab-treated MS patients with higher risk of developing PML. For the so-
ciety, this question is crucial in order to estimate whether this strategy is justifiable with respect 
to the socio-economic burden. In particular, this question is getting even more relevant  
nowadays since an increasing number of alternative treatments are entering the postmarketing 
setting. However, this cost-benefit ratio has never been calculated so far and it is very difficult, 
perhaps impossible, to calculate and therefore it remains a known unknown. 
         
MRI in PML patient management: facilitation of understanding or misunderstanding?
The importance of brain MRI in terms of the detection of adverse events, in particular with  
respect to the early diagnosis of PML, during MS pharmacovigilance has been intensely  
investigated and has become quite obvious. However, the issue of how and when to use imaging 
in terms of patient monitoring and management after the detection of opportunistic infections 
and other adverse events has been relatively neglected so far. With respect to the monitoring  
of PML with MRI, initial case reports have described the PML lesion evolution and the  
development of PML-IRIS leading to consequences in terms of patient management and  
treatment such as with high dose steroids.35-40 However, this topic is much more complex 
than initially anticipated. The spectrum of PML lesions in terms of size and characteristics is 
heterogeneous.37-41 There is no evidence and no consensus on how to manage patients after the 
diagnosis of PML (plasmaphereses or normal washout).43,44 Finally, there is no concrete and 
broadly accepted definition of PML-IRIS.45 

Summary, Discussion and Future Perspectives  | 
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In CHAPTER 2.1 and 2.2, we describe the imaging findings of natalizumab-associated PML. 
This includes the relatively high frequency of imaging signs suggestive of inflammation, such 
as contrast-enhancement at the time of PML diagnosis, which has been confirmed by other  
studies and clinical observations.24,44 This has led to the term ‘Inflammatory PML’.  
In CHAPTER 4.2, we describe such a natalizumab-associated PML patient and the difficul-
ties of differentiating these signs of inflammation at the time of PML diagnosis from possible  
PML-IRIS. This is becoming even more difficult when these imaging signs, particularly the 
contrast-enhancement, fluctuate in the early disease course. False positive or false negative/
delayed diagnosis of PML-IRIS may lead to a suboptimal patient management potentially  
affecting the functional outcome and survival.42 

In CHAPTER 4.1, we tried to identify conclusive and early imaging findings of PML-IRIS in 
patients diagnosed with natalizumab-associated PML. In order to avoid any overlap with signs 
of inflammation at the time of PML diagnosis (‘Inflammatory PML’), we exclusively included 
those patients without any signs of inflammation at the time of PML diagnosis. The disruption 
of the blood-brain barrier reflected by contrast-enhancement was the most frequent finding in 
early PML-IRIS. In the vast majority of the patients, the contrast-enhancement was located at 
the border of the main PML lesion. This makes sense from a pathophysiological point of view 
because the lytic infection and the replication of the virus are predominantly located at the  
border of the PML lesion where the myelin and the white matter cells are still present to a  
certain degree. However, also other imaging signs such as punctuate contrast-enhancement and 
punctuate T2-lesions with a perivascular distribution pattern have been frequently observed in 
PML-IRIS. Both imaging findings are also frequently observed at the time of PML diagnosis 
and have been described as the ‘punctuate pattern’ that seems to be relatively specific for  
natalizumab-associated PML.46 Discussing these data, two questions arise: How can we  
differentiate PML-IRIS from inflammatory PML using this inflammation pattern and how  
can we be sure that this inflammation does not reflect MS disease activity? The latter question 
is quite easy to answer. Given the relatively short interval between PML diagnosis and  
inflammation suggestive of PML-IRIS (median 16.8 days), it is very unlikely that MS rebound 
will occur that early. The second question is much more difficult to address. In CHAPTER 4.3, 
we tried to address this research question. As hypothesized, the imaging patterns of  
“Inflammatory PML” at the time of diagnosis and PML-IRIS show a major overlap. The main 
imaging finding helping us to differentiate between these two disease stages is the intensity of 
the inflammation. The inflammation at the PML-IRIS stage seems to substantially be more  
severe compared with the “Inflammatory PML” stage. This suggestion is supported by  
experimental data showing that the immune surveillance is to a certain degree still functioning 
during natalizumab treatment.47 This immune surveillance is capable of attacking the JC virus 
early in the disease course leading to inflammation and subsequent blood-brain barrier  
disruption. PML-IRIS is based on the same pathophysiological background, however, the  
intensity of the immune response after complete immune-reconstitution is much higher.40,41 
Therefore, the MRI monitoring of “classic natalizumab-associated PML” can really aid in  
identifying early signs of PML-IRIS facilitating early treatment (e.g., i.v. steroids) and  
appropriate patient management.48 However, monitoring of “inflammatory PML” is much 
more sophisticated in terms of PML-IRIS diagnosis, potentially leading to misinterpretations 
and delayed or wrong patient management and treatment. 
               

|  Chapter 6
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Future perspectives: more unknowns than knowns?

MRI in the diagnosis of PML: too sensitive for the current PML case definition?
Clinical vigilance, the demonstration of JC virus (either by brain biopsy or by PCR of CSF 
samples) and brain MRI represent the three modalities for the diagnosis of PML according 
to the PML definition suggested by the Neuroinfectious Disease Section of the American  
Academy of Neurology (AAN)31 According to these diagnostic criteria the diagnostic  
categories “definite PML”, “probable PML”, “possible PML” and “not PML” are defined on 
the presence/absence of PML evidence measured by each of these three mentioned diagnostic 
modalities.
 
The demonstration of JC virus in the CSF is mandatory for the diagnostic categories “definite 
PML” and “probable PML”. These two diagnostic categories are considered as “confirmed 
PML cases” by the regulatory authorities and exclusively confirmed cases are included in PML 
risk calculations of certain patient groups. Those patients without an available CSF  
analysis or negative JC virus PCR results are classified and reported as “PML suspect” cases 
and are not included in the PML risk stratification calculations.49-50 However, as discussed  
above, natalizumab-associated PML can present without any detectable JC virus DNA in the 
CSF.31,32 This is the case in approximately 20% of asymptomatic natalizumab-associated PML 
cases, particularly in those patients presenting with smaller PML lesion volumes on the MRI.32 
Therefore, according to the present case definition, a substantial number of  
(asymptomatic > symptomatic) PML patients are classified false negatively as “not PML”  
leading to considerable consequences for patient management and the overall PML risk  
stratification. In other words, this data suggests that brain MRI is the most sensitive method 
with respect to the detection of PML and perhaps too sensitive for the current PML case  
definition. A possible explanation could be, that the current PML case definition has a broad 
scope.30 The concept of brain MRI as a PML screening tool for pharmacovigilance purposes, 
like in natalizumab-treated patients, has been established later and apparently this development 
has not been fully anticipated by the AAN Neuroinfectious Disease Section.31 Consequently, 
the current PML case definition is of limited value for MS pharmacovigilance purposes. The 
MRI findings should get more power in future PML diagnostic criteria and it is quite obvious 
that we need additional CSF biomarkers that are more sensitive than the current JC virus DNA 
detection by PCR. Initial results of the CSF anti-JC virus antibody index assay in mainly  
symptomatic PML patient were quite promising51, but the results in early/asymptomatic  
natalizumab-associated PML patients were inconclusive.52 However, methodological  
improvements, better technical facilities and higher number of samples could lead to more 
convincing and conclusive data sets. Therefore, two medical needs are unmet so far and  
represent major challenges for the future: We need a new PML case definition specifically de-
dicated to MS pharmacovigilance purposes and we need additional CSF biomarkers  
supporting the imaging diagnosis in those patients with undetectable JC virus DNA in the CSF.      

Contribution of additional and advanced MRI acquisition techniques for MS 
pharmacovigilance
Several groups have applied certain pulse sequences in addition to the recommended PML 
screening protocol in order to increase the sensitivity of MRI regarding PML lesion detection 
and to further characterize the PML lesion morphology. It has been conclusively demonstrated 
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that MR subtraction techniques can increase the sensitivity regarding the detection of active 
(new or enlarging) MS lesions.53,54 Whether this promising tool will also lead to an increased  
detection rate of particularly small PML lesions is a crucial question and needs to be  
investigated. The detection of iron in MS lesions and in the deep grey matter structures using 
structural and quantitative susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) based techniques has  
been very popular leading to subclassifications of MS lesions according to presence and  
configuration of iron.55,56 In 2014, the finding of low signal intensities at the border of PML 
lesions adjacent to the cortical grey matter has been described in one HIV-related and one  
(steroid) treatment-related PML patient suggesting iron deposition.57 However, the deposition 
of iron has not been described in PML histopathological studies.40,41 Subsequent studies ap-
plying various imaging techniques including quantitative susceptibility mapping and involving 
PML patients with various underlying immunosuppressive conditions including natalizumab  
treatment have confirmed this observation. Interestingly, these SWI changes were not  
exclusively observed in later PML disease stages but also in early PML stages such as  
asymptomatic natalizumab-associated PML cases.58-62 In other words, these imaging findings 
are probably time-independent and may serve as an early PML imaging marker with some 
value for (differential) diagnostic purposes. Whether these imaging findings may also help to 
subclassify PML lesions with possible impact on patient outcome remains to be investigated.

Another imaging technique that has been applied in PML in addition to MS patients is  
1H-MR spectroscopy (1H-MRS). Recent studies described the metabolic profile of  
natalizumab-associated PML lesions cross-sectionally and longitudinally aiming to provide 
insight to the lesion evolution in terms of tissue damage. However, the data sets are rather small 
and the data inconclusive in order to draw some concrete and clinically relevant conclusions.63,64  
This rather anecdotal evidence with respect to the added value of quantitative MRI techniques 
such as 1H-MRS and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)65 for PML lesion differentiation and  
characterization with possible prognostic consequences represents one of the major tasks for 
future research activities in this field. In particular, this is the case for the understanding of PML 
lesion evolution and the differentiation between inflammatory PML disease progression and 
PML-IRIS occurrence.  

The role of MRI for pharmacovigilance of other MS therapeutics and other  
opportunistic infections
Natalizumab is probably the best evaluated MS therapeutic with respect to pharmacovigilance 
in general and with respect to the use of MRI for pharmacovigilance purposes in particular. 
This has been driven by the relatively high incidence of PML in a certain subset of patients. 
The incidence of PML associated with other MS therapeutics is much lower.66,67 However, 
PML is almost always considered to be a relevant differential diagnosis in case of an adverse 
event with corresponding imaging findings. Given the fact that many patients are switched to 
other MS treatments, it is quite difficult to anticipate what the exact efficacy and safety profile 
in this transition period is. In these particular patients, the increased chance of new and possible 
atypical MS inflammatory disease activity makes the differential diagnosis quite challenging. 

Continuously, new MS therapeutics enter the post marketing setting. One important lesson we 
learned from Natalizumab is that we cannot predict the drug safety profile in the post marketing 
setting based on the experiences during the phase 3 trials with 100% certainty. A recent  

|  Chapter 6
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example is the withdrawal of daclizumab68, which is a monoclonal antibody binding with thigh  
affinity to the α subunit of the interleukin-2 receptor (CD25), from the market due to severe 
courses of inflammatory disease activity in the brain as part of a drug reaction with eosinophilia  
and systemic symptoms (DRESS).69,70 The natalizumab experience has led to the main focus 
on PML. However, we have to be aware that the spectrum of adverse events, particularly  
opportunistic infections, in MS pharmacovigilance is quite broad and heterogeneous.8  
Therefore, a major but challenging task will be to define the role of MRI for  
pharmacovigilance specifically for each MS drug that is currently in or enters into the post 
marketing setting. In addition to the quite obvious benefits, we also have to consider the costs 
before suggesting extensive MRI based screening programs. Coming back to the questions 
raised in the first paragraph of this discussion “Why almost exclusively focusing on  
natalizumab and why focusing on PML?” 

Conclusions

Brain MRI is useful and crucial in the pharmacovigilance of MS patients. This thesis developed 
the whole concept of MRI based pharmacovigilance particularly with respect to the detection 
of PML in natalizumab treated MS patients. We demonstrated the heterogeneous and fluc-
tuating imaging finding of natalizumab-associated PML but also provided evidence on how  
to diagnose PML in a very early and preferably asymptomatic stage. In addition, we  
provided data demonstrating the clinical relevance of early PML detection in terms of survival 
and functional outcome. Consequently, based on this evidence, we developed expert panel  
guidelines on how and how frequently to use MRI in MS pharmacovigilance.

The scope of this thesis goes beyond diagnosis and provides concepts regarding the monitoring 
of natalizumab-associated PML patients with respect to an early diagnosis of PML-IRIS that 
can facilitate optimal patient management and treatment. This is crucial since there is a relevant 
(unmet) medical need for PML treatments and the understanding of PML lesion evolution and 
PML-IRIS occurrence is crucial to develop brain MRI as a possible PML treatment outcome 
marker in the future.

The lessons we learned from natalizumab pharmacovigilance and PML detection, as presented 
in this thesis, may hopefully help us to improve patient care in terms of a personalized MS 
treatment safety monitoring in general, at present and in the future. 

Summary, Discussion and Future Perspectives  | 
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